
OBL LIES       After many years searching for the most wanted man in the world, 

America successfully locates and kills Osama bin Laden; now it's time to prove their success to the 

world and bask in the glory. (Although, it took many embarrassing years to execute).  

 Nevertheless, the following announcement is baffling and certainly damming towards the 

U.S.  The United States government through their Israeli media, announces they dumped Bin 

Laden’s body overboard a ship into the ocean!  

 Only problem with this unorthodox action was: they never proved the killed Bin Laden! 

There was no justification for this behavior, because so many people across the world had been 

claiming O.B.L. was proven dead long ago.  

 The Pakistani woman who claimed she was his nurse in the hospital during 9/11 while he 

was on dialysis - was murdered. Her ‘dying on dialysis’ story matched many other sources already 

making this claim; including C.I.A. Agents. After publicly making this statement in Pakistan this 

woman was on the scene where a terrorist bombing occurred in Pakistan, but she survived. 

Perchance, she was at the wrong spot, at the wrong time. Whereupon, this theory was quickly 

proven untrue, as she was gunned down only a few days later. Apparently, she was the target of 

the prior bombing , as well, which carelessly stole the lives of a few other.   

 In addition, the United States would seal their own fate with their following, and 

remarkably unintelligent, gesture of releasing a claimed photo of Bin Laden; taken prior to 

dumping the body into the water.  

 Firstly, we must recognize another major cause for disbelief in Bin Laden being alive. Over 

the years the U.S. was releasing photos and videos to its citizens, more often in the immediate 

years post 9/11. As one evaluates these photos it manifests as very clear that Bin Laden was 

apparently getting younger as the years went bye; not bad for a guy living inside caves on the run. 

But not only this, the US started releasing photos years later of another man they claimed was 

actually Bin Laden. Sure, a quick look from a distant and these two long bearded men appeared 

similar. Likewise, when a closer comparison of the nose, eyes, and in particular the mouth is 

applied, it becomes doubtlessly not Bin Laden. 

 Thereupon observence of the dead OBL pic the face above the mouth is smudged with 

different colors and appears as a young child’s drawing. Nonetheless, this is the actual photo 

released! The U.S. announces the challenged area has a massive wound (showing much blood) from 

Navy Seal gunfire. Although, they additionally report only 1 shot hitting OBL in this area; albeit, 

coming from a close-up assassination style shot to confirm his death at battles-end. 

 Furthermore, the distinct mouth feature shown in the previous Bin Laden photos 

attempting to prove he was alive, which undoubtedly are fakes, exactly matches the mouth we 

observe in this bizarre looking death-confirmation picture. 

 With this abundance of remarkable measures of stupidity taken by the U.S. government, its seems 

almost unimaginable anyone could be so careless when dealing with a topic of this importance. 

Nonetheless, innumerable events just as obvious have been applied since 9/11 with the theory, ‘the best 

lies are right out in the open’. Additionally, major goals of the financially-elite (mostly-Israeli’s of mention here) in 

recent years have been to keep the American citizens too busy to apply thought in these areas. —S.P. 


